
Stagflation   
Fears Overblown

by Sherry Cooper

It’s been a tough year for investors, as the fallout from the U.S.

housing meltdown continues to hamper liquidity, reduce

credit availability and cut earnings. The result has been a

global economic slowdown, especially in the G7 countries,

emanating from tightening credit

terms – despite this year’s central bank 

easing. Unfortunately, it’s not over yet,

and with the recent turmoil stem-

ming from Fannie and Freddie,

Lehman Brothers, and AIG, it

won’t likely turn the corner for 

at least another year. In this 

environment, recent surges in

food and energy prices have led

many to fear a 1970s-style period

of stagflation. Fortunately, that’s

unlikely, given reduced union power

and labour’s inability to demand cost-of-

living pay raises.

Prices have escalated at their fastest pace in decades, fuelled by surging

commodities. Central banks still see inflation as a significant problem,

because increased oil and food costs dampen discretionary spending and

reduce corporate profitability, in turn boosting recession probability.

Unexpectedly, thanks to rising inflation, the Bank of Canada held rates

steady this summer, while the European Central Bank actually raised rates,

to help curb wage gains. Meanwhile, the credit crunch persists, and major

economies are softening further. In recent weeks, commodity prices have

come sharply off their highs, ratcheting down inflation expectations.

Continued on page 2

A New Way
to Save
In the 2008 federal budget, 

the government introduced 

a new Tax-Free Savings

Account that allows

Canadians the freedom to

invest and watch their

money grow, tax free.

You can contribute up

to $5,000 per year to

your TFSA through a

broad selection of

investments: stocks,

fixed-income securities,

mutual funds and GICs.

What’s more, you can make

withdrawals to spend on a

vacation or finance a down

payment – without paying 

any tax. 

BMO InvestorLine will

offer TFSAs beginning 

January 2009. 

Watch for details at 

bmoinvestorline.com.
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The recent spike in headline infla-

tion is temporary, as commodities

pull back with the slowing global

economy. Eurozone, the U.K. and

Japan contracted in Q2, and U.S.

domestic demand posted another

poor performance despite tax

rebates. In Canada, inflation accel-

erated to its highest rate in five

years, with rising food and energy

prices hitting home as the loonie 

no longer provided a buffer. While

price pressure will likely persist for

a few more months, inflation should

undershoot the Bank of Canada’s

latest forecast. But the Canadian

economy has taken a turn for the

worse, suffering from weak U.S.

growth and an end to our housing

boom. Home prices are now falling

in what were previously the hottest

markets, and construction is

trending downward. Canadian

growth will likely remain sluggish

through year end, picking up only

moderately in 2009.

The U.S. faces a consumer-led

recession, its first in nearly two

decades. Since the crisis erupted

last year, the Federal Reserve has

already cut the fed funds rate by 325

basis points, and funnelled hundreds

of billions of dollars in liquidity to

the financial sector, in an effort to

ease credit conditions. The housing

market is showing hints of a 

bottom, but financial institutions

have booked further writedowns,

with more losses likely over the

next year, due to the economic 

downturn. With other developed

economies turning sharply weaker,

the U.S. dollar has

rebounded somewhat in

recent weeks.

A stronger greenback and 

a slowing global economy

should keep a lid on 

commodity prices over the

coming year. The balance

of 2008 will remain difficult for

equities, but 2009 should be more

upbeat, because equity markets

tend to rally in anticipation of 

economic recovery.

The Bottom Line: Stagflation fears

are overblown as a slowing global

economy reduces commodity

demand, while rising unemploy-

ment should keep wage gains sub-

dued. As we move into 2009, look

for inflation to come down, which

should allow central banks to ease

monetary conditions, setting the

stage for a recovery later next year.

Sherry Cooper is global economic
strategist and executive vice-
president, BMO Financial Group,
and chief economist for 
BMO Capital Markets.

Let the Portfolio Rebalancing

tool help you bring your

portfolio back to its original

asset allocation.

If you haven’t already done

so, complete the Asset

Allocator and choose your

Investor Profile. Then use

the Portfolio Rebalancing

tool to view a side-by-side

comparison of your current

portfolio against your plan.

You’ll clearly see how your

asset mix has shifted, and

the steps necessary to adjust

or rebalance your portfolio

to get it back on track. 

Sign in to your account at

bmoinvestorline.com, go to

My Portfolio, and access the

Portfolio Rebalancing tool

under Portfolio Management.

Portfolio
Rebalancing 
keeps you 
on track



More than two out of three new jobs today require

more than high school, and the prospect 

of paying for your child’s post-

secondary education can be

daunting. Consider this: 

in today’s dollars, you

can expect to pay

around $60,000 

for a typical four-

year degree. But

experts predict

that by the time

your child is

ready to head 

off to college or 

university, that num-

ber could easily reach 

six figures. One of the best

ways to prepare for this expense

is by investing in an RESP. 

PROFIT  FROM GOVERNMENT GRANTS 

AND TAX-SHELTERED GROWTH

Whether you’ve already 

opened an RESP for your child 

or are considering doing so, the

advantages are clear: you benefit

from tax-sheltered growth, flexi-

bility and government grants.

When you withdraw the money

for post-secondary education, it’s

taxed in the beneficiary’s hands,

so as a student your child will

pay little or no tax on the funds. 

MANAGE YOUR RESP PORTFOLIO YOURSELF

You’ve already chosen to take charge of your own

investment portfolio with BMO InvestorLine. Why let

someone else manage your RESP? With RESPs now

added to our diverse product lineup, we’ve made it

even simpler for you to transfer your investments to

support your children’s education. Thanks to our

detailed RESP account tracking and robust RESP

Corner, you’ll always have a clear picture of

your finances, so you can manage them

easily – all in one place. 

CONSOLIDATION SAVES 

YOU MONEY

Consolidating your invest-

ments can really add up.

Clients with assets over

$100,000, as well as 5 Star 

and Active Trader clients,

can take advantage of our flat

fee of just $9.95 per trade.

To gain full control of your

investment portfolio, it makes

sense to manage your RESP yourself. 

Watch for more information on RESPs –

including access to an RESP calculator, FAQs and

articles. Sign in to your account at bmoinvestorline.com

and go to the RESP Corner under Planning.

>RESPS:      
COMING SOON FROM 
BMO INVESTORLINE

Thanks to our detailed RESP account 
tracking and robust RESP Corner, 
you’ll always have a clear picture 
of your finances, so you can manage 
them easily – all in one place
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>NEW: LEVERAGE THE 
POWER OF TECHNICAL
ANALYSIS

If you’re looking for a powerful resource to help 

you identify buy and sell opportunities, check out 

our new Technical Analysis feature. 

We recently introduced this sophisticated method 

of analyzing stock price performance. Using market 

statistics, such as past prices and volume,

Technical Analysis allows you to 

identify price tendencies or 

patterns that may be used to

anticipate the future direc-

tion of a stock’s perform-

ance. In turn, Technical

Analysis may help you

optimize buy and sell

opportunities.

With key features 

like Daily Analysis,

Advanced Charts and

Technical Terms with simple

illustrations, Technical Analysis

enables you to: 

• Get a clearer picture of market action

at a glance – Charts show how prices are 

moving (or not moving), when they are trending, 

and the strength of those trends. Volume, oscillators,

and momentum data give you a clearer picture of

market action.

• Easily identify patterns to predict price 

movements – Charts help you find patterns that you

could use to predict price changes.    

• Eliminate complex mathematical operations –

Technical Analysis is less time consuming than 

fundamental analysis.

• Quickly identify momentum,

volatility and trading 

patterns – Charts and

indicators provide you

with significant infor-

mation in just a few

minutes, helping

you spot trends.

For more informa-

tion on Technical

Analysis – including

a tutorial, detailed

instructions and 

examples – visit 

bmoinvestorline.com

and access Technical Analysis

under Research.


